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Abstract: Conductivity characteristics of ferric molybdatc is studied. It is found that this
material undergoes a semiconductor to metal transition a t -1390C.

1. Introduction

The study of insulator to metal and semiconductor to metal transitions in inorganic
solids has attracted much a t t e n t i ~ n . ~It, ~ is well known that transition metal
compounds, notably those of iron exhibits this phenomenon at relatively low
temperature^.^.^.^ In this note we describe our observations on semiconductor to metal
transition in ferric molybdate (Fe, [Moo,],).
2. Method

T o obtain reproducible results, ferric molybdate is prepared by the following
methods. Dilute acetic acid (10% solution) is added to 0.25M ammonium molybdate
in ammonium hydroxide (-contaning 2% NH,) until the pH is 5 5. Excess ferric
chloride solution containing acetic acid (pH is 2 4.5) is added dropwise with vigorous
stirring to the molybdate solution and the mixture is boiled. The yellowish brown
precipitate of' ferric molybdate is washed with deionized water and dried for several
hours at 2000C. The dried compound chocolate brown in colour is powdered and
compacted between carbon electrodes at a pressure of --- 5x 105 Pa in a pyrex glass tube
(diameter -- 0.5 cm, pellet length " 0.4 cm.). At this pressure the effect of grain
boundaries is found to be negligible and further increase of pressure does not reduce
the conductivity significantly. The ends of the tube are sealed with epoxy resin, the
sample is immersed in a thermostatic bath and V-I characteristics are determined at
various temperatures.
3 . Results and Discussion

The voltage -current characteristics are found to be highly nonlinear. The plots
of current density (J) vs potential gradient (E) at different temperatures are indicated
in Figlire I . The transition to tlic highly conducling ~lietallicphase is dependent upon
temperature as well as current density. At a given temperature less than&(.---. l39OC),
as the voltage is increased from zero. J varies continuously until a point on the curve A
is reached. Once this point is passed, there is a n abrupt increase in conductivity and

Fig. I.

The plot of J vs E at different temperatures. The dashed curve A gives the points at which the
transition to metallic phase takes place abruptly when J is increased. WhenT.>T,(-~1390C)the
material transforms into the conducting phase and J,E vary along the 1ine.B.
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further increase of E will change J along the line B, where the conductivity is almost
. hysteresis is observed before the curve A is intersected,i.e.
constant ( e 4 . 5 ~ 1 0 - 2 9 m )No
if the voltage is decreased before crossing this curve, J decreases along the initial path
via which it had increased. When the point where the abrupt increase in conductivity is
passed, the material remains in the highly conducting metastable phase for several
minutes even if the current is discontinued.
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(d = resistivity at zero current density).

Again if the critical temperature Tc
139OC is exceeded, the material
transforms into the metallic phase, i.e. the current voltage characteristics follow the
path B for all current densities including the zero limit (Figure 1 ) . Also if the sample is
cooled once the temperature had excceded Tc, material remains in the metallic phase
and complete reversal to the semiconducting phase is observed after several hours.

to dcrernune the resistivity P
I-ro~na plot of log (E/J) vs E (Figure 2) it is
of the material at different temperatures as the limit E - 3 0 , J -3 0 is approached in
the semiconducting phase. The plot of log vs T-1 is a straight line (Figure 3 ) indicating that the relation,
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is satisfied with 4 = 6.3~10-4nmand,activation energy E = 0.50 eV. (5at 1390C
computed from (1) is -- 7. Ix102am, thus there is
lo4fold increase in conductivity
after the transition).

-

The system is highly sensitive to impurities. The samples of the compound
prepared in the manner described above corresponds to stoichimetric Fe,(MoOJ,to
an accuracy of f0.3% in the content of Fe and 0. Although reproducible results are
obtained, the presence of Fp0,as an impurity in the samples cannot be ruled out. If a
neutral instead of acidic solution of ammonium molybdate is used in the preparation,
the resulting material has reproducible but slightly different conductivity properties;
i.e. the transition temperature is increased by several degrees and the conductivity in
the metallic phase is reduced.
There is no evidence for ionic conductivity 3.5, however we have not been able
to determine the electron and/or hole mobilities in the material. The crystal structure
of ferric molybdate is not reported in literature to the knowledge of the authors.
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